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@SpicyFiIesredux

Butina you want time SERVED 
How about you give up the NRA and GOP? 
Putin will reward you as soon as you are deported from
our Country 
A “process” Crime is STILL A CRIME. 
Why can’t you people stop committing crimes & stop
acting as a foreign agent sans FARA 
https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.198
600/gov.uscourts.dcd.198600.98.0.pdf
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GLAD you cleared that up, right @NRA & @GOP  

“she became familiar with the NRA during this 2013  

visit. She did not infiltrate the NRA. She joined it, as millions have, by filling out an

online form  

and paying a fee” 

Rosé ALL Day� 

“Bolshoi Ballet, gun ranges, and fine dining”
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@NRA @GOP Ya know I’m glad I double checked because I wasn’t 100% sure...she’s

not mentioned in the Mueller report  

Although she could be in the redacted portion but still I found it odd 

Can’t help but wonder why or if there’s still a Counterintelligence Investigation in

play �

@NRA @GOP Also super weird, no? 

Again it’s totally possible the NRA & Butina could be in the redacted portions but I

thought it was also super weird and telling  

But meh whadda I know...
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@NRA @GOP Holy HELL the FBI agent’s declaration is...damning  

1 of 2 

Classic “spy craft” 

No open source link (paywall) 

https://ecf.dcd.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/show_temp.pl?

file=zipped_15215.zip&type=application/zip&filename_prompt=1-18-cr-00218-

TSC.zip

@NRA @GOP “Russia’s efforts targeting the United States take a myriad of forms —

it is, in essence, a numbers game. Not every intelligence campaign needs to be

successful for Russia to have achieved its goals”  

God Bless the FBI...this makes Butina’s Filing appears utterly disingenuous
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@NRA @GOP Ugg come on DOJ get it together...there’s zero reason a “draft” should

have been uploaded to Butina’s docket. 

So keep that in mind, it “appears” the Government wants 18 months but acknowledge

Butina offered “substantial assistance”
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@NRA @GOP This is kind of bonkers, see Document 99-3 

The FBI explains the Butina Diplomacy project  

7 pages total (1 of 2) 

Trust me pages 4-7 are interesting
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@NRA @GOP I mean I really want to know what’s under those redactions. Plus we

now know Butina’s diplomacy project was funded $125K but the question remains

which “philanthropic American” funded her endeavor. I don’t think it’s Erickson
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@NRA @GOP And if you wait long enough the fine folks @FreeLawProject will

produce an open source link  

Government’s Sentencing Memo in the Butina matter 

Also not to be redundant but this document was filed in error hence 101’s Erratta (See

next tweet)  

https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.198600/gov.uscourts.dcd.19

8600.99.0.pdf

@NRA @GOP @FreeLawProject Like I said the good folks at @FreeLawProject (you

should donate to them lord knows they do a big public service) 

Document 101 (Errata Government’s Filing) it’s been a tough week at the DOJ, so cut

them some slack but not Barr, he’s mine 🤬 

https://www.courtlistener.com/recap/gov.uscourts.dcd.198600/gov.uscourts.dcd.19

8600.101.0_1.pdf
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